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Raimes’ Rules
1. If you have the answer then you don’t need
to look for it
2. If not, then find it by hook or by crook
Caveat: Sustainable Solutions

2020 Vision for LT DP in HEP
• Long-term – e.g. LC timescales: disruptive change
– By 2020, all archived data – e.g. that described in
Blueprint, including LHC data – easily findable, fully
usable by designated communities with clear (Open)
access policies and possibilities to annotate further
Via DPHEP Portal; to be setup as from now…

– Best practices, tools and services well run-in, fully
documented and sustainable; built in common with
other disciplines, based on standards

 Vision achievable, perhaps by LS2?? (i.e. <2020)

LHC Open Access Policies (example)
• Simplified example from LHCb. (CMS similar)
• Can we harmonize policies:
– Across experiments? Across labs?
Level-1 data: Published results

All scientific results are public. …

Level-2 data: Outreach and education

[Samples made public.] The data are for educational
purpose only, not suitable for publication

Level-3 data: Reconstructed data

LHCb will make reconstructed data (DST) available to
open public; 50% 5 years after data is taken,
100% after 10 years.
Associated software will be available as open source,
together with existing documentation.
Publications must include disclaimer.

Level 4 data: Raw data

[Not directly accessible to collaboration]
But must still be preserved!

LTDP: Component Breakdown
• Can break this down into three distinct areas
– (OAIS reference model is somewhat more complex:
this is a zeroth iteration)

• “Archive issues”
• Digital Libraries & “Adding Value” to data

• “Knowledge retention” – the Crux of the Matter

Archive Issues
We (HEP) have significant experience of 100PB1EB distributed data stores
Long-term “bit preservation” issues
will be coordinated via HEPiX (&RDA)
And with other disciplines e.g. via IEEE MSST
× Sustainable models for long-term multidisciplinary data archives still to be solved
H2020 funding targetted for this (CDI project?)

LHC Timeline

Bit Preservation of LHC Data OK until here:

SA3 - June 2012
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Digital Libraries
Significant investment in this space, including
multiple EU (and other) funded projects
No reason to believe that the issues will not
be solved, nor that funding models will not
exist, e.g. adapted from “traditional” libraries
Related topics: “linked data”, “adding value to
data” – again with projects / communities
 Working closely with these projects /
communities, expand into H2020…

Documentation projects with INSPIRE
> Internal notes from all HERA experiments now available on INSPIRE


Experiments no longer need to provide dedicated hardware for such things



Password protected now, simple to make publicly available in the future

> The ingestion of other documents is under discussion, including theses,
preliminary results, conference talks and proceedings, paper drafts, ...
 More experiments working with INSPIRE, including CDF, D0 as well as BaBar
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Where to Invest – Summary
Tools and Services, e.g. Invenio:
could be solved. (2-3 years?)

Archival Storage Functionality:
should be solved. (i.e. “now”)

Support to the Experiments for DPHEP Levels 3-4:
must be solved – but how?
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Who Can Help?
• Mobilize resources through existing structures:
– Research Data Alliance:
• Funding / strong interest from EU, US, AU, others
• Part of roadmap to “Riding the Wave” 2030 Vision
• STFC and DCC personnel strongly involved in setup

– WLCG:
 Efforts on “software re-design” for new architectures
 Experiment efforts on Software Validation (to be coordinated via
DPHEP for LTDP aspects), building on DESY & others
 CMS CRISTAL project? TBD -> CHEP

– DPHEP:
• Coordination within HEP and with other projects / disciplines

• National & International Projects
– H2020 / NSF funding lines (“H-day”: December 11 2013)
 National projects also play an important role (++)

DPHEP models of HEP data preservation
Preservation Model

Use Case

1 Provide additional documentation

Publication related info search

Documentation

2 Preserve the data in a simplified format

Outreach, simple training analyses

Outreach

3

Preserve the analysis level software and
data format

Full scientific analysis, based on
the existing reconstruction
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Preserve the reconstruction and simulation
software as well as the basic level data

Retain the full potential of the
experimental data

Technical
Preservation
Projects

> These are the original definitions of DPHEP preservation levels from
the 2009 publication
 Still valid now, although interaction between the levels now better understood

> Originally idea was a progression, an inclusive level structure, but now
seen as complementary initiatives
> Three levels representing three areas:
 Documentation, Outreach and Technical Preservation Projects
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Data Preservation Maturity Model
Level

Metric

Implications

4

Reproducible results by “citizen
scientists”

Desired(?) by funding agencies: people able to
reproduce an analysis should be awarded “a degree”
– beyond what can realistically be afforded?

3

Reproducible results where
consumer ≠ producer and
outside immediate community

Stronger demonstration of long-term preservation.
Knowledge stored is sufficient for physicist outside
immediate community to reproduce results

2

Reproducible results where
consumer ≠ producer but within
same “larger community”, e.g.
LHC (ATLAS / CMS; CDF / D0, …)

Highly desirable for “minimal” long-term
preservation. “Knowledge” stored is sufficient for a
physicist from a different collaboration (but within
same overall programme) to reproduce results

1

Reproducible results where
consumer = producer

Required during lifetime of collaboration

0

N/A

Data is lost: logically or physically.
This is probably the reality for the bulk of pre-DPHEP
experiments (and even some of those??)

• Scale (complexity) is probably “exponential”

Software Preservation Maturity Model
Level

Metric

Implications

4

Reproducible results by “citizen
scientists”

Desired(?) by funding agencies: people able to
reproduce an analysis should be awarded “a degree”
– beyond what can realistically be afforded?

3

Reproducible results where
consumer ≠ producer and
outside immediate community

Stronger demonstration of long-term preservation.
Knowledge stored is sufficient for physicist outside
immediate community to reproduce results

2

Reproducible results where
consumer ≠ producer but within
same “larger community”, e.g.
LHC (ATLAS / CMS; CDF / D0, …)

Highly desirable for “minimal” long-term
preservation. “Knowledge” stored is sufficient for a
physicist from a different collaboration (but within
same overall programme) to reproduce results

1

Reproducible results where
consumer = producer

Required during lifetime of collaboration

0

N/A

Data is lost: logically or physically.
This is probably the reality for the bulk of pre-DPHEP
experiments (and even some of those??)

The s p - s y s t e m at DESY [ Extremely valuable IMHO ]

> Automated validation system to facilitate future software and OS transitions
 Utilisation of virtual machines offers flexibility: OS and software configuration is chosen by
experiment controlled parameter file
 Successfully validated recipe to be deployed on future resource, e.g. Grid or IT cluster
 Pilot project at CHEP 2010, full implementation now installed at DESY

> Essential to have a robust definition of a complete set of experimental tests
 Nature and number dependent on desired preservation level

N.B. Requirements
of
Running
Experiments
David
South
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Example structure of the experimental tests: H1 (Level 4)
Compilation

Validation

David of
South
| Data Preservation
and Long Term Analysis
in HEP
| CHEP
2012,planned
May 21-25 2012by
| Page
Including compilation
individual
packages:
about
250
tests
H116

Digesting the validation results
> Display the results of the validation in a
comprehensible way: web based interface
> The test determines the nature of the results
 Could be simple yes/no, plots, ROOT files, text-files
with keywords or length, ...
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Current status of the HERA experiments software
> Common baseline of
SLD5 / 32-bit achieved in
2011 by all experiments
 Validation of 64-bit systems
is a major step towards
migrations to future OS

 The system has already
been useful in detecting
problem visible only in
newer software

> Note that this system
does not concern data
integrity
 The investigation into data
archival options is underway

ok
ongoing
not done
problem
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A Strategy for H2020?
•

Front-end: collaborate with on-going efforts in Digital Libraries, Linked Data, PV etc.
– Significant effort (also HEP expertise): very high probability of further funding in H2020 (+RDA)
– DP(HEP) is already part of these projects: feed in requirements & collaborate (PRELIDA WS??)

•

Back-end: collaborate through HEPiX & IEEE MSST
– Seek specific H2020 funding for CDIs, including TCO, long-term, sustainable inter-disciplinary
archives

•

Middle:
– Collaborative effort on Validation Frameworks, Virtualization, Training, Outreach etc.
•

Includes institute / national funding

– Work for “Concurrency Framework” and other efforts so that future migrations less painful; more
repeatable
– [ CERNLIB consortium ]
– Seek further funds (H2020, RDA) to further develop and generalize

•

Several (all?) relevant “fiches” in “Call for Action” document
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

fiche 01: community support data services
fiche 02: infrastructure for Open Access
fiche 03: storing, managing and preserving research data
fiche 04: discovery and provenance of research data
fiche 05: towards global data e-infrastructures (RDA, Riding the Wave, …)
fiche 06: global A&A e-infrastructures
fiche 07: skills and new professions for research data

Data Curation

Trust

Data
Generators

Users

Community Support Services

Common Data Services

User functionalities, data
capture & transfer, virtual
research environments

Data discovery & navigation
workflow generation,
annotation, interoperability

Persistent storage,
identification, authenticity,
workflow execution, mining

Collaborative Data Infrastructure – Riding The Wave HLEG Report

What
Collaboration Agreement
Preparation for H2020

When
Q3-Q4 2013
Now – Q3/Q4 2013

HEPiX WG in place
First H2020 calls open
ICFA report
H2020 Proposal
DPHEP Portal Available
H2020 news
LEP Data “recovery” (CERNLIB???)
Validation framework(s)
Long-term CDI #1
Full(?) understanding of costs
Sustainable, repeatable LTDP

<Q4 2014
Dec 2014
DESY, Feb 20-21 2014
End Q1 2014
mid 2014
July 2014
End 2014?
2014 / 2015?
2015 – 2017
2016/17?
201?

Where are we now?
1. Initial (chaotic, ad hoc, individual heroics) – the
starting point for use of a new or undocumented
repeat process.
2. Repeatable – the process is at least documented
sufficiently such that repeating the same steps may
be attempted.
3. Defined – the process is defined/confirmed as a
standard business process, and decomposed to levels
0, 1 and 2 (the last being Work Instructions).
4. Managed – the process is quantitatively managed in
accordance with agreed-upon metrics.
5. Optimizing – process management includes
deliberate process optimization/improvement.

Summary
• DPHEP is developing a Sustainable Strategy for
Long-Term Data & Knowledge Retention
• Uses existing or planned effort where possible
• Identifies specific, targeted needs (+
possibilities for addressing them)
Goal: not a “solution” as for equations, but
more “a la WLCG”, where realistic amount of
effort can be sustained for decades

